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A new property of nonserial dynamic programming is presented in 
this paper. This property allows cutting down considerably the com- 
putational effort required for solving the secondary optimization problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of the principle of optimality of dynamic programming to 
the solution of the problem of optimizing non serial systems has been widely 
discussed in the literature [I, 5-71. 
In this context the principle of optimality can conveniently be regarded as a 
decomposition technique which, at the cost of some (and often too much) 
storage, allows breaking the optimization problem in many smaller sub- 
problems. 
Two recent works [3, 41, deal with the problem of finding a decomposition 
which is optimal from the point of view of minimizing the number of opera- 
tions required with the constraint that the storage space does not exceed a 
prescribed level. This paper follows closely the approach of [3] and [4], and 
presents a new mathematical result, which has some important computational 
implications. The paper is organized in sections as follows. 
(a) Section 2 contains a short survey of those parts of [3] and [4] which 
are relevant to this work. 
(b) Section 3 presents a short example. 
(c) Section 4 introduces the definition of absence graph. 
(d) Section 5 contains the mathematical results of the paper. 
(e) Section 6 discusses some computational implications of the results of 
the preceeding section. 
Some elementary graph and set theory is used throughout the paper. An 
adequate reference is, for instance, Berge [2]. 
* This work has been supported by C.N.R. 
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2. A SUMMARY OF THE PREVIOUS RELATED WORK 
Consider the following optimization problem 
mjn F(X) = rnin C f,(X”) 
ZEI 
where 
x = {Xl , x2 ,..., %d 
is a set of discrete variables 
I = (1, 2,..., n} and xi c x. 
Each component f,(Xi) of th e cost function F(X) is specified by means of a 
stored table with 1 Xi 1 + 1 columns and 01 x’I rows. For simplicity it has been 
assumed that all variables have the same range, namely that each variable 
can assume u values. The solution to the optimization problem stated above is 
now discussed. 
Let xi E X and xj E X. The two variables xi and xi are said to interact if 
there exists a component fk(Xk) such that both xi and xi belong to Xk. 
One order, among the M! possible ones, of the variables of the set X, 
in selected. Let y1 , ys ,..., yM be such order. For this order the problem may 
be solved by dynamic programming. More specifically first the variable yI is 
considered. For minimizingF(X) with respect toy1 it is sufficient to compute 
where 
I1 ={i:Xin{yl}f @a) 
and to store the optimizing assignment y,*(r(y,)). Here I’(y,) is the set of 
variables which interact with y1 . The minimization of F(X) with respect to 
y1 , for all possible assignments of r(yI), is called the elimination of the variable 
Yl . 
The problem remaining after the elimination of y1 
is of the same form of the original one (the function g,(r(y&) may be regarded 
as a component of the new cost function). 
Hence, letting I’(yi ) y1 , ys ,... yiJ be the variables interacting with yi 
in the problem obtained after the elimination of yr , ya ,..., yipI in that order, 
it follows that an optimal assignment for X can be found, first 
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(1) eliminating the variables in the given order yi , ya ,..., yM and storing 
the optimizing assignment yl*(F(yl)), ya*(r(ya / yr),..., yM* (note that, 
clearly, the set r(y, j yr , yZ ,..., yw-J is empty) and secondly, 
(2) operating “backwards” determining successively yM*, y&-r,..., yi* 
(i.e. the optimizing assignment for X) from the stored tables. 
It is clear now how another optimization problem (the secondary optimiza- 
tion problem) emerges. An optimal assignment for X can be equally obtained 
by M! orders of elimination of the variables in the set X. Which, then among 
those M! orders is the best from the point of view of minimizing the number 
of operations (i.e. the computing time) or the storage requirements or both ? 
The elimination of the variable yr implies the construction and storage of two 
tables, one for the optimizing assignment yi*(r(yi 1 yi , ya ,..., yiPI) and the 
other one for the new component gi(r(yi 1 yr , ya ,..., yi-J, with 
I F(Yi I Yl 3 Y2 Y---Y yi-i) ( + 1 columns and 01 r(YilYl.Yz . . . . . Yi-l)l rows. 
The number of operations or table look-ups required is (T Ir(YilYl.Y,.....Yi-l)Ifl 
times the number of components in which yi appears. 
Since the exponential factor is, usually, the most decisive, it is clear that the 
integer IWi Ix , y2 ,.-., yi-d I is a reasonable index of the computational 
effort (number of operations) and of the storage requirements for the elimina- 
tion of that variable. 
Solving the secondary optimization problem consists in Jinding one order of 
elimination y1 , y2 ,..., yM for which the largest integer 1 T(yi I y1 , y2 ,..., yiul)j 
is minimal. 
It is now shown that this problem becomes a problem in graph theory. 
The interaction graph of the problem, G(X, r) is an undirected graph 
defined by: 
(1) The vertex set of the graph is the set of the variables of the problem. 
(2) Two vertices are connected with an edge if an only if the correspond- 
ing variables interact. 
The elimination of a variable yi from the original problem implies a new 
one in which all the tables containingyr are replaced by a new table containing 
all the variables interacting withy, . Hence the interaction graph of the new 
problem is obtained from the original one deleting the variable yi and all the 
edges emanating fromit, and connecting allthe previously unconnectedvertices 
corresponding to the variables interacting with yr (i.e. the vertices of r(y,)). 
Clearly the degree of the eliminated vertex yi in the graph resulting from 
the elimination of yr , y2 ,..., yiml , equals 1 F(yi 1 yr , y2 ,..., yi-r) 1 . 
Hence the secondary optimization problem consists in finding an order of 
elimination of the vertices of G(X, r) such that the largest degree of the 
eliminated vertices is minimal. 
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The d egree of an eliminated vertex y, in a given order of elimination 
yr ,yn ,...,y,,, is called the dimension (of the stored table) associated with the 
elimination of the vertex yi and denoted by D(y,). 
The largest degree of the eliminated vertices for an order of elimination 
Yl > Y2 ?..., Y&f is called the dimension of the order and denoted h\- 
D(Yl ,Y2 Y...> YMk 
The minimal dimension for all possible orders is called the dimension of 
the problem or of the graph G or of the set X and denoted by D(G) or D(X). 
Consider a subset X’ C X with 1 X’ ( = m < M and an order of elimina- 
tion y1 , y2 ,..., ym of the variable of X’. 
The largest degree of the eliminated vertices for the order of elimination 
Yl ,Y2 >..., ym is called the partial dimension of that order and denoted by 
D*(Y, , ~2 ,...,~w,). 
Among the results of Ref. [3] and [4] one is used in this work and is there- 
fore reported here (clearly without proof). 
THEOREM. Let X’ C X. The graph which results from the elimination of the 
variables of the set X’, provided that such variables are eliminated one by one, 
does not depend upon the order of elimination. 
The optimization technique described in this paper has been given the 
name of nonserial dynamic programming. 
In fact the method employs dynamic programming for solving the given 
optimization problem but, prior to that, determines one order of elimination 
of the variables, so that the dynamic programming procedure is most 
efficiently used. 
Clearly when the system is serial namely when 
xi = (Xi ) xi+l} and I = {I, 2,..., AI - l] 
one optimal order is x1 , x2 ,..., xM and no secondary optimization problem 
needs to be solved. 
Finally it must be noted that the present statement of the secondary 
optimization problem is not the most general one. For more general decompo- 
sitions, consisting in eliminating more than one variable at a time and a cor- 
responding more general statement of the secondary optimization problem, 
see [4]. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
An example of [4] is for convenience reported here. 
Let 
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where u = 2; X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5}, Xi = {x1 , x3 , x5), X2 = {x1 , xa}, 
x3 = {x 2 , x4 , x5) and the fi - s are given in the following tables: 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 






fi x3 x4 x5 f3 
4 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 1 5 
0 0 1 0 6 
5 0 1 1 3 
1 0 0 5 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 4 
1 1 1 3 
It is now shown how an optimal assignment for X, out of all the 25 = 32 
possible assignments, is found by eliminating xi , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 in that order. 
When eliminating xi , only fi + fi is considered, since x1 does not affect f3 . 
Next, a table with x2 , x3 , and x5 as variables is constructed since they are 
interacting with x1 through fi and f2. For every assignment of x2 , xa , and 
x5 a best value for x, is chosen called x1*, so that fi + f2 is minimal. This value 
of fi + fi , as a function of x2 , x3 , and x5 is called g, 
0 0 0 2 1 
0 0 I 6 1 
0 1 0 2 1 
0 1 I 4 1 
1 0 0 7 1 
1 0 1 II 0 
1 1 0 7 1 
1 1 I 9 1 
Next x2 is eliminated in the optimization problem of g, + f3 . Let the 
new function of x3 , x4 , and x5 be called g, and the optimizing value of x2 
be called x2*. 
0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 1 11 0 
0 1 0 8 0 
0 1 1 9 0 
1 0 0 2 0 
1 0 1 9 0 
1 1 0 8 0 
1 1 1 I 0 
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Next s3 is eliminated in the optimization problem of g, . The new function 
of xg and x5 is called g, and the optimizing value of s3 is called x<*. 
Next xp is eliminated in the optimization problem of g, . The new function 
of x5 is called g, and the optimizing value of xq is called x4*, 
Finally x5 is eliminated, namely g, is optimized with respect to x6 . Thus, 
in this case, minF = ming, == 2 and x5* = 0, x4* = 0, x3* = 1, x2* =: 0, 
x1* = 1 is one optimizing assignment. 
The number of table look-ups in this solution is 
2.2* + 2.2* -+ 1.2” + 1.22 + 1.2 = 78. 
If the order of elimination is x3, xq , X~ , x2 , x5 , as the reader can verify 
for himself, the number of table look-ups is 
1.23 + 1.23 + 2.23 + 2.22 + 1.2 = 42. 
The interaction graph of the original problem is shown in Fig. 1. The 
graphs which result from the elimination of the variables in the order x, , x2 , 
FIG. 1. An example of interaction graph. 
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X, , x4 , x5 are shown in Fig. 2 and those resulting from the elimination of the 
variables in the order X, , x4 , x1 , xa , x5 are shown in Fig. 3. 
The dimension of the order x1 , xa , xs , x4 , x5 is max (3,3,2, 1,O) = 3, and 




a) b) Cl d) 
FIG. 2. For the example of Fig. 1 the graphs resulting from the successive 
elimination of q(a), x,(b), x&c), and r,(d). 
al bJ cl dJ 
FIG. 3. For the example of Fig. 1 the graphs resulting from the successive 
elimination of x3(a), x,(b), x,(c), and x,(d). 
Thus the example shows how the dimension of the order is an index of the 
number of the operations required. 
However it also shows that, if the number of operations is counted exactly, 
the decomposition procedure which requires the least number of operations 
does not necessarily belong to the subclass of decompositions in which the 
variables are eliminated one at a time. For instance, when the problem 
consists of a single table (as g, in the example), it is not efficient to go on 
eliminating variables one by one; instead it is better to select directly a row 
which minimizes the function, i.e. to eliminate all the remaining variables 
simultaneously. 
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4. THE ABSENCE GRAPH 
DEFINITION 1. The complement of the interaction graph G(X, f) is 
called the absence graph and denoted by G(X, r). 
Clearly it is possible to determine the absence graph which derives from 
the elimination of one variable directly i.e. without resorting to the inter- 
action graph. Specifically the absence graph which derives from the elimina- 
tion of xi from the original absence graph is as follows: 
(1) The vertex set is X - {q}. 
(2) The edges (xi , xk) are those among the edges of c for which at least 
one, between xj and xk , belongs to f(q). Clearly also the edges emanating 
from xi are canceled. 





FIG. 4. An absence graph before (a) and after (b) the elimination of x. 
Let y1 , y2 ,..., yi ,..., yM be an order of elimination; let e = G1 and ci 
be the absence graph which results from the elimination of the vertices 
Yl 3 Y2 P--*9 Yi-1 * 
The notation c(X, r) for the absence graph implies that F(y,) is the set of 
variables connected to y1 in e1 , namely those variables which do not interact 
with y1 in the original interaction graph. Similarly the notation 
iicrf I Yl > Y2 ,**.7 yiJ refers to the set of variables connected with yi in Gi . 
It is clear that the dimension associated with the elimination of yi from ei 
is given by 
D(Yi) = (M-i) - Il'cri IYl,Y2 Y.,Yi-1) I * 
5. THE MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Let G(X, IJ be an interaction graph and G(X, p) be the corre- 
sponding absence graph. There exists at least one minimal dimension order y1 , 
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Yz 9.**, yM with the following property: If the absence graph ei is not empty and 
has isolated vertices, then yi is not one of such isolated vertices. 
PROOF. Obvious. 
It is worthwhile noting that there exist minimal dimension orders not 
satisfying Lemma 1. The order x1 , xa , x3 , x4 for the absence graph of Fig. 5 
is an example of a minimal dimension order of this kind. 
a) bl 
FIG. 5. The order x1, x2, xg , x4 is a nonregular minimal dimension order. 
DEFINITION 2. A minimal dimension order is regular if it satisfies the 
property of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let G(X, r) be an interaction graph. Let TI(j TI 1 > 1) be a 
subset of X, fully connected in G. 
Then there exists an order of elimination, beginning with a vertex of X - TI , 
which has minimal dimension. 
PROOF. If G is fully connected the lemma trivially holds. Otherwise 
consider a subset TI fully connected in G and let Z, = X - TI . Since G 
is not fully connected Z, is not empty. The proof is given considering, for 
convenience, the absence graph G(X, fi). Clearly in G the vertices of Tr have 
connections only with those of Z, (see Fig. 6). 
Consider a minimal dimension order beginning with a vertex of TI , if 
such order exists. In such case, by Lemma 1, there exists also a regular 
minimal dimension order beginning with a vertex of TI . Let yr , ya ,,.., yM be 
such order. 
It will now be shown that there exists another order beginning with a 
vertex of Z, which has the same dimension. 
Since, by assumption, yr E TI and the vertices of TI have connections in Gr 
only with those in Z, , it follows that F(yr) C Z, . 
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FIG. 6. The sets Tl and Z, in G, . 
Let 2, = 2”(y,) and T, = (X - {yl}) - 2, . Since, by the elimination of 
yi from Gr , all the edges connecting two vertices, both not belonging to 
r(y,), disappear, in ea the vertices of Tz have connections only with the 
vertices of Z, . If ya E T, the sets 
Zs = F(Y, I YI) and T3=(x-1Yl~Y2H-z2 
are defined and, in the absence graph ca , the vertices of T3 have connections 
only with the vertices of Z, . This procedure is repeated until either 
(1) a vertex yh is found such that yh E Z,(h E 12, 3,..., M}), or 
(2) an integer k is found such that Z, = o (and yi E Ti , 
i E {I, 2,..., k - 1)). 
Case (2) is now examined. Since the minimal dimension order yi , ya ,..., yM 
is regular, ckP1 is empty. Consider a vertex z E Z,-, . It is clear that the order 
y1 , ya ,..., yK-a , z (with all the other vertices following in any order) is also 
optimal. 
Thus it has been shown that, among the regular minimal dimension orders 
beginning with a vertex of Tl , if such orders exist, there is at least one 
3 , z2 ,a**, XM for which there exists an integer I (I E (2, 3,..., M)) with 
.x1 EZZ. 
Next it is shown that the partial dimensions of the two orders 
0, = 2x1 , z2 )..., x1 and 0, = zr , z, , z2 ,..., zz-i are equal. 
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Since the graph resulting from the elimination of the variables of the set 
zr , x2 ,..., xL does not depend upon the order of elimination (see the theorem 
of Section 2) this is sufficient for proving the lemma. 
Let D&z,) and D&J be the dimensions associated with the elimination of 
zi (j E {1,2,..., I}) in the two orders 0, and 0, , respectively. 
It results 
4(4 = CM -i) - I Q3 I 3, z2 ,..., cl) I , j E {I, 2,..., Z} 
and 
and 
D26z) = w - 1) - I &I) I 
D2(4 = (M - (j + 1)) - I &G I zzy 3, x2 ,..., .Q I , 
j E (1, 2 ,..., 1 - l}. 
Since z1 E Z, and hence zz E .Zi for i E {I, 2,..., I - l}, it is clear that zr is 
connected to z, , x2 ,..., x1-r in G. Then it follows 
I 1-i@, I Xl > 52 ,***, %--1) I = I &t) I - (I- 1) 
and, for j E (1, 2 ,..., Z - l} 
In% I ZZ,Zl,Z2 ,**-, zi-1) I = I &j I z, , x2 ,...) zj-1) 1 - 1. 
Then it follows that for j E { 1, 2,.. . , Z} 
This completes the derivation. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Let G(X, lJ be an interaction graph and let T be a fuZZy 
connected subset of X. There exists at least one minimal dimension order of 
elimination in which the variables of T have the last I T I pZaces. 
PROOF. If T = X the theorem trivially holds. 
Otherwise the proof is by induction on the number of vertices. Clearly the 
theorem holds for M = 2. Consider an interaction graph Gr(X, , r,) with 
1 X, I = M and let T C X, . According to the inductive hypothesis, it is 
assumed that there exists a minimal dimension order in which the variables 
of T have the last I T I . places. Consider a graph G,(X, , Z’,) with 
I X2 1 = M + 1 and let T C X2 . By Lemma 2 there exists an order of 
elimination beginning with a vertex of X2 - T and, in the graph resulting 
from the elimination of such vertex, the set T is still fully connected. 
Q.E.D. 
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6. SOME COMPUTATIONAL IMPLICATIOM 
The computational importance of the theorem for the solution of the 
secondary optimization problem is clear. Letting M* be the number of 
vertices of the maximal fully connected subset of X, the number of orders, 
which must be checked in the exhaustive or straightforward approach, is 
reduced to (n/r -M*)! . It is easy to see that also the computational complexity 
of the algorithm of [3] and [4] is similarly reduced. 
Since each vertex is a fully connected subset of X, the theorem also implies 
that at least M minimal dimension orders, each terminating with a different 
node, exist. 
Another interesting implication of Theorem 1 is the following. 
Consider a problem 
which must be solved repeatedly in correspondence of the changes of one 
component. Let this component be fi(Xl). The set X1 is not supposed to 
change. 
It is easy to conceive many cases for which this can happen. It is clear that 
each different fi may yield a totally different solution to the optimization 
problem, namely all the xi - s (not only those belonging to Xl) may assume a 
different value. 
It is also clear that, if an order of elimination is chosen, in which the 
variables belonging to X1 have the last j X1 1 places, a part of the “forward” 
dynamic programming procedure, namely that part consisting in the elimina- 
tion of the variables of X - X1, must not be repeated each time. 
The subset X1 is a fully connected subset of G; hence there exists a minimal 
dimension order in which the variables of X1 have the last / X1 1 places. 
This means that there exists an order which has minimal dimension and is 
the best from the point of view of the repetitive solution of the problem in 
correspondance of changes infi . 
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